This paper is devoted to the study of the flatness property of linear time-invariant differential systems of fractional systems. We give two characterizations of fractionally flat outputs and algorithms to compute them. We then present an application to a two dimensional thermal system that we approximate by a fractional model of order 1 2 , that is fractionally flat. Trajectory planning of the temperature at a given point is then deduced without integration of the system equations and simulations are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical and experimental studies [1] , [2] point out the pertinence of modeling thermal [3] , [4] , electro-chemical [5] , viscoelastic [6] , nuclear magnetic resonance [7] and biological systems [?] , [8] , [9] as non integer (or fractional) differential equations. Integer models may lead to models with an excessive number of state variables or poorly reproducing some dynamical aspects [10] ,
where I ν a f (t) is called the fractional primitive of f and the Euler's Γ function, defined as:
is the generalized factorial (∀n ∈ N, Γ(n + 1) = n!). Note that νΓ(ν) = Γ(ν + 1) for all ν ∈ R + .
If γ ∈ N, the fractional and ordinary derivatives coincide (D γ a f (t) = D n f (t)) and if γ < 0,
a f (t). In the above definition, a is not necessarily equal to 0. Hence some of the past of function f is required.
Indeed, when n = 0, the differentiation (1) boils down to an integration and when n > 0, it consists of the n-th order differentiation of the integral I ν a f (see Appendix). Let us denote by H a ∆ = {f : R → R|f ∈ C ∞ ([a, +∞[), f (t) = 0, ∀t ≤ a} 1 The word fractional is generally encountered in this system theoretic context though improperly used: derivatives whose order is a positive real number may be considered without restriction to fractional numbers. 2 This definition is generally credited to Riemann when a = 0 , to Liouville when a = −∞, and to Riemann-Liouville when a = 0. Here since a is arbitrary, we gather the Riemann and Riemann-Liouville cases in one and give the name "RiemannLiouville" to this generic concept, the role played by the bound a being of minor importance. B. D γ a -polynomial matrices A possible approach to define fractional derivative operators was initiated by Mikusiński and developed in this system theoretic context by [21] , [22] .
Let us define M, the field of Mikusiński operators, as the field of fractions of the commutative integral domain C of continuous functions defined over [0, ∞[ endowed with the addition and convolution product [32] , [33] , [21] , [22] . M can also be considered as a R We denote by I p the p × p identity matrix and by 0 p×q the p × q zero matrix. D γ a -polynomial matrices enjoy the following general and very important property [34, Chap. 8] , [35] .
Theorem 2.1 (Smith diagonal decomposition): For a given matrix
where
Moreover, in virtue of the existence and uniqueness property of the fractional differential equation
The integer σ is called the rank of A.
The Smith decomposition over the polynomial ring R [D A complete presentation of the latter one may be found, e.g., in [36] , [35] . Following [37] , [38] , a simpler characterization may be proposed. 
(ii) A matrix A ∈ (R [D 
Proof: Straightforward adaptation of [38, Proposition 1] to D γ a -polynomial matrices. We just sketch the proof of (i), the proof of (ii) following the same lines.
p×q be hyper-regular, with p < q. There exist two matrices
According to the identity
we have
which proves that A is hyper-regular if, and only if, it has T
as right-inverse. Remark that row (resp. column) reduction techniques are well adapted to left (resp. right) inverse computation (see e.g. [37] , [39] ).
III. LINEAR FRACTIONALLY FLAT SYSTEMS

A. Linear fractional systems
We consider a linear fractional system given by the following representation
n×m . B is assumed to be of rank m, with 1 ≤ m ≤ n 3 . For system (6), we consider (see e.g. [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [11] , [38] ):
• its behavior ker A −B , where the kernel is taken w.r.t. the signal space H a defined in
• and its system module M A,B , the quotient module
where R[D 1×n A −B is the module generated by the rows of the n × (n + m)
According to [40] (see also e.g. [34] ), M A,B can be decomposed into the following direct sum:
where the uniquely defined module T is torsion and F is free. F is unique up to isomorphism.
Following again [40] , the system is said F -controllable if and only if T = {0}, or in other words, if and only if M A,B is free.
B. Fractional flatness
From now on, it is assumed that the matrix F A −B has full (left) row rank.
System (6) reads:
Definition 3.1 (Defining matrices [18] , [38] ): The system (8) is called fractionally flat if, and
In other words, there exist matrices P and Q over the ring R [D Note that an immediate consequence of this definition is that, according to the fact that the matrices P and Q have finite rank and finite degree with respect to D γ a , all system variables can be expressed in terms of the fractionally flat output y and a finite number of its fractional derivatives. The following algorithm to compute a fractional flat output is immediately deduced (see again [38] ):
Algorithm 1 (Computation of fractional flat output):
Input:
Output: Defining matrices P and Q, i.e. satisfying (9) .
Procedure:
1) Use column-reduction to check if F is hyper-regular. If not, return "fail".
3) The defining matrices are given by:
4) Return P , Q and a fractional flat output given by
It is readily seen that this algorithm yields F Q (H a ) m = 0 and that P Q = I m , which is precisely (9) . Moreover, x = [I n , 0 n×m ] Qy and u = [0 m×n , I m ] Qy identically satisfy (8) .
C. Fractional 0-flatness
In practical applications, it is generally convenient to distinguish between state and input in (6) . Moreover, for ordinary linear controllable time-invariant systems, hence flat, a set of flat outputs may be obtained via Brunovský's canonical form (see e.g. [44] , [45] ) and do not depend on the input u. Transposed to the context of fractional systems, this property, that we call fractional 0-flatness, reads: there exist
n×m such that y = P 1 x, x = Q 1 y, and P 1 Q 1 = I m .
Definition 3.2:
• A system is called fractionally k- Fractional 0-flatness is thus equivalent to the existence of P and Q as in Definition 3.1 such
Theorem 3.3:
If B is hyper-regular, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) System (6) is fractionally 0-flat; The previous algorithm is easily adapted to compute fractional 0-flat outputs (see [38] ):
Algorithm 2 (Computation of fractional 0-flat output):
Input: The matrices A and B of System (6) with B hyper-regular.
Output: Defining matrices P and Q, i.e. satisfying (9), with P = P 1 0 m,m ,
m×n , Q 1 I n 0 n,m Q and P 1 Q 1 = I m .
Procedure:
1) Check, using row-reduction, if B is hyper-regular. If not, return "fail".
by:
4) Apply Algorithm 1 toF , which returns P 1 and Q 1 .
5) Set
To summarize, Algorithm 2 gives a fractional 0-flat output y by y = P 1 x. Moreover, x = Q 1 y and u = RQ 1 y identically satisfy Ax = Bu.
IV. A THERMAL BIDIMENSIONAL APPLICATION
A. Heat equation Let us consider a heated metallic sheet in two dimensions as depicted in Fig. 1 . The temperature distribution on the sheet is denoted by T (x, y, t). The medium is considered as a homogeneous metallic semi-infinite plane of diffusivity α and conductivity λ. The metallic sheet, assumed to be isolated and without heat losses, is controlled by the heat density flux ϕ(y, t) across the y-axis for y ≥ 0.
Our aim is to plan a temperature trajectory at a given point of the sheet, of coordinates (x 0 , y 0 )
and obtain the open-loop control that generates it. We proceed as in the ordinary differential flatness case, by generating both the temperature and the control trajectories from the fractionally flat output trajectory. We therefore need to derive a model of the heated sheet dynamics and show that this model is fractionally flat.
As it is well-known, the temperature diffusion satisfies the following scalar heat equation:
in the open quarter-space x ∈]0, ∞[, y ∈]0, ∞[ and t > 0, with boundary condition
where ϕ can be considered as the control and with
and Cauchy condition
T (x, y, 0) = 0 for all 0 < x < ∞ and 0 < y < ∞
meaning that the initial temperature at any point of the sheet is null for all t ≤ 0.
We follow a separation of variables approach developed, e.g. in [46] and generalizing the one followed by [47] , [48] , [49] .
We recall that, for a function f of several variables ξ and t ∈ R, its (partial) Laplace transform is given byf
for all ξ and s ∈ C where this integral is finite.
Thus, applying the Laplace transform to the 2D heat equation (10), we get:
Let us compute its solutionT (x, y, s) as a formal series:
where the functionsT x,i (x, s) andT y,i (y, s) forms a functional basis.
Elementary manipulations yield, for all i ≥ 0:
where the µ i 's are suitable functions of s, that can be chosen as µ i (s) = s (i+1) 2 in order to fulfill the functional basis requirement. We immediately get:
The limit conditions for x → ∞ and for y → ∞ lead to K x,i = 0 and K y,i = 0.
The flux density is given by (11) which readŝ
Expandingφ in the same functional basis leads to:
and thus
Therefore, the unique solution of (15) for every given flux densityφ
This solution is now controlled via the infinite sequence ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ i , . . .
Let us define the thermal impedance infinite row matrix:
with
We therefore haveT (x, y, s) = +∞ i=0 H i (x, y, s)ϕ i . This expression does not provide a suitable fractional transfer function. An approximate fractional transfer function will be obtained in the next section.
B. Approximate fractional heat transfer
, and after a series expansion of each exponential term, the thermal impedance reads:
, or else, truncated at a given order K, we have:
For every x and y, and in particular for the point (x 0 , y 0 ) under consideration, for every i ≥ 0, the fractional transfer function H i,K is thus proper and it can be verified that it fastly converges to H i as K tends to infinity. The same considerations hold true for the series on i, which, from now on, will be truncated at a given order I. Moreover, H can be represented, in the time domain, by a fractional differential system of order
and where we have denoted a
C. Flat output computation
Let us now apply Algorithm 2.
Since every B i is hyper-regular and already in Smith form, , we introduce the matrices
given by:
with for all i = 0, . . . , I:
In order to get the required row reduced implicit form, we consider the unimodular matrix Applying Algorithm 1 toF , we compute
We get the upper triangular matrix
and its inverse, also upper triangular,
Therefore, by introducing
and we indeed have
Finally, the defining matrices P and Q read:
which proves that System (25) is fractionally 0-flat and that a fractional flat output Y is given by
D. Trajectory planning
Let us define a rest-to-rest temperature trajectory at the point x 0 = 0.05 m and y 0 = 0.02 m located on the metallic sheet (see Fig. 1 ). The desired temperature should rise of 30 • C over the ambient temperature at time t f and arrive at rest. In other words, we impose the following conditions:
where f (l) (t) denotes the l-th order usual time derivative of a sufficiently smooth function f of t and with L sufficiently large, to be determined later.
We proceed as in the ordinary differential case (see e.g. [11] ): we first translate the above initial and final conditions into conditions on the fractional flat output Y , assuming that its trajectory is given by a polynomial of t. Finally, the desired temperature trajectory at (x 0 , y 0 ) and the corresponding control U 4 will be deduced from (27) , thus without need to integrate the system equation (25) .
As announced, the trajectory of each Y i , i = 0, . . . I, is chosen as a polynomial of t of the form:
with the integer r and the real coefficients η i,j , i = 0, . . . , I, j = 0, . . . , r, to be determined, and
is the indicator function of the interval [0, t f ]. We compute the initial and final values Y i (0) and Y i (t f ) respectively using (27) . To this aim, recall the following formula, for all k = 0, . . . , K, j = 0, . . . , r, arbitrary a < 0 and t ≥ 0:
Therefore, replacing these expressions in (27), we get:
Differentiating the latter expression with respect to time and using the identity
), yields, for l = 0, . . . , L:
In order to satisfy the initial conditions (t = 0), the coefficients η i,j , corresponding to the negative exponents (j − k 2 − l < 0), must vanish. Therefore η i,j = 0 for all j < K 2 + L and T reads:
where ⌈.⌉ denotes the ceiling operator. Note that it readily implies that 
and plug its solution in (28) to obtain the required reference trajectory of each component of the fractionally flat output Y (t).
Note that the above computations are independent of the value of the parameter a appearing in the definition of the fractional derivative operator (1), provided that a < 0.
E. Simulations
In the next simulations, we have chosen a < 0 and otherwise arbitrary, K = I = 3, and thus L = 5, and r = 10. System (30) thus reads: It can be also noticed that the smaller the duration t f , the greater the flux density, which is indeed natural.
Furthermore, using fractional operators, the fractional flat output is obtained as a simple polynomial, i.e. with finite degree. Therefore, dealing with Gevrey functions, infinite series and convergence problems as in [47] , [15] , [49] is not needed with our approach. 
